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creating a simulation of a full orchestra is a painstaking task which has been achieved thanks to the sonic scope of sonuss reaktor. a huge sound with diverse sonic appeal, symphobia 4: pandora offers you the tools to create your very own massive sounding full orchestra. with multiple articulations, chord types and pitches, symphobia 4: pandora should become the addition to any sonic artist toolkit. projectsams symphobia series, heard in the likes of prometheus and prometheus 2, is one of the most
complete orchestral libraries available to producers and composers of almost any genre. these stunning samples were recorded by multiple world-class players from the brandenburg state orchestra at the berlin philharmonic and were then painstakingly modified by sonuspros engineers. projectsams symphobia orchestra, seen here captured from symphobia 4, was precisely tuned and mixed by projectsam, and features superb recordings of multiple instrument sections ranging from major chords to tutti

articulations for truly exciting sonic palette. symphobia 3: devotatio has been used as a palette for film scores, tv productions and live orchestral performance. each of the three main categories has a wide range of ready to use articulations, an extensive set of presets and the ability to manipulate the recorded dynamics to shape the samples to your own personal needs. the sonuscore crew hope youll enjoy mixing these samples into your next production. each of the 14 symphobia patches are available in
both 24-bit and 32-bit format and are compatible with most samplers and sound card hosts. to launch the demo, simply unzip and drag one of the 14 symphobia patches into your favourite sampler or sequencer and youre ready to go. there are no additional requirements, no plugins needed.
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a new and exciting library for the kontakt4, and kontakt5 systems, gangsta is the brainchild of a well known, professional composer and arranger. the gangsta library has been carefully crafted to deliver a wide variety of robust, full-bodied and extreme orchestral sounds, ranging from cutting-edge concert halls, to dark, damp, dimly lit concert halls. whether your
picture is an action-packed, crime drama, or some dark and sinister creature feature, the gangsta library is perfect for atmospheric horror, sci-fi, fantasy or even steamy love scenes. in this album of 130 orchestral sounds, youll find 100 atmospheric orchestral samples from various symphonies like the beethoven symphony no. 9 and the shostakovich symphony no. 7

as well as "russian" symphony the flight of the bumblebee. shostakovich symphony no. 8, wagner symphony no. 1 and other symphonies. the album also offers you hours of new synths, pianos, and effects including many new arpeggiators, delays, reverbs, chorus/mirror, distortion and noiseworks. all styles, instruments, sounds and parameters are in the box. the
sound engine is built around a total of 100 channels, so in all, you have a lot of attention to place in this instrument. as mentioned, the sounds are divided into 3 categories and subcategories: choral effects, orchestral/stage and instruments. each one is subdivided into different effects: chorus/mirror, harmonic, echo, reverb. in each section, you will find the

instruments which include chords, drums, fx, pianos, strings, saxophones, synth loops, timbres, woodwinds and even drum machine loops. 5ec8ef588b
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